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Good afternoon. I hope you are all well. I want to share one quick thought for today and then an 
opinion. 
 
The quick thought is about innovation and, in this case, innovation that is based in necessity. An item on 
the news is about training dogs to sniff out COVID-19. There have been reports for years about dogs and 
cats in nursing homes being able to detect when a resident was about to die. Whatever the validity of 
those claims, there are now several projects training dogs to somehow detect people who have been 
exposed to the coronavirus and are asymptomatic. They would be used in airports, public gatherings 
(think sports, concerts, etc.). Who knows if this could work but the extension of the idea to try it is the 
key thing. At the end of this newsletter, I’ll provide a link to a Brazilian pianist who had to get creative to 
finish a piece. 
 
My Opinion 
 
Here’s the opinion part. Following up on my thoughts about healthcare disparities and COVID-19, two 
additional groups that are struggling are, not surprisingly, Native Americans and migrant workers. Tribal 
areas have been struggling with getting money due from the stimulus and relief packages to fund 
testing, care, and environmental modifications to support stopping the spread. That’s affecting care of 
COVID patients. And think of the migrant workers who pick our fruits and vegetables. While they are 
mostly working outdoors, many sleep in bunkhouses without many resources, social distancing and PPE. 
Now think about the workers in our meatpacking plants that have been ordered back to work without 
protective measures in place working long hours, shoulder to shoulder. We do need a clear and 
consistent approach to these populations on par with our more privileged segments of the population. 
They don’t have much choice or freedom in their environments. 
 

Paul Krugman, a Nobel economist, has written that “Plato, prefiguring Dr. King by a few 
thousand years, wrote in “The Republic” that “any city, however small, is in fact divided 
into two, one the city of the poor, the other of the rich.” This is true today and we’re 
seeing the results in our state in the cities where density forces exposure. But what 
should we do about it? Not enough serious attention and discussion has happened to 
force innovation and/or the will to change. 
 
Seeing access to better education as a key to reducing disparities in health and 
economics, in The Netherlands, schools are funded at a standard level per student, plus 
a 25 percent bonus for each student whose parents did not graduate from college.” 
Whether that’s the right metric for judging social inequity and disparity, and for 
improving, is up for grabs. But it is an approach to lowering the divide as education 
seems to be a factor for reducing inequalities. There are many others, I’m sure. But to 
find them we have to, as a society, look for solutions in places we are not used to 
looking and have the will to try. 



 
In “normal times” in our democracy, if enough people raise ideas and start talking about them, and are 
willing to engage in private and public discourse and debate, we can change minds (and hearts) over 
time. This is not a normal time and we have a long and troubled history of ignoring “social 
determinants” and social injustices. Whatever your opinions, keep talking with friends and family. Every 
discussion can be a start of an improvement.  
 
National, State, and Regional 
 
There is mixed news coming out of states that have reopened at least a few weeks ago. There are some 
spikes in spread. However, even in states that have reopened, many people have not taken reopening as 
a sign to resume normal activities and that may be reducing the risk of transmission. We’ll have to wait 
longer to see what happens when the weather gets better and people decide for themselves about the 
social end to the pandemic. We know that the virus will still be there and that there are no treatments 
and no vaccine.  
 
Governor Baker’s reopening plan is all over the media. There will of course be more to say about it but 
many large employers across the state are sticking with their work at home plans for now even with the 
reopening permitted. They and their employees are hesitant to risk further spread and the resulting 
possibility of another shutdown. Here’s a link to the Governor’s reopening plans:  
 

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/reopening-massachusetts 
 

 

Starting on May 18, the MA DPH COVID-19 Command Center will give updates on six key public health 
indicators. Before and during reopening, these metrics must continue to show progress to allow 
reopening to continue. 
 
Nothing much has changed regionally. Mark Kerouac, CEO of Baystate Health, was on the news this 
morning as a member of the Governor’s reopening task force. He said that hospitalizations are not now 
in the way of reopening and supported the current plan with the important proviso that we all follow 
social distancing and wear masks. 
 
At VMG 
 
Some current news from Gina follows. We are currently reviewing all aspects of the Governor’s 
reopening plans to ensure that VMG meets or exceeds the requirements of the plan when we do bring 
back services. However, we will still be making our own judgments, within those guidelines, about how 
and when we restart all our services.  
 
GHC is preparing to see 0-2 year old patients.  Practice visits are happening today with first visits for 
patients scheduled for tomorrow.  GHC will install the first tent on the property to conduct care outside 
the health center and work through all the processes involved and then share with our other health 
centers.  
 
Lab volumes continue to grow, especially in Greenfield, where schedules are booked solid this week 
with one “chair” operational. Work is underway at GHC to add a second chair. 
 
 

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/reopening-massachusetts


 
 
OK. Here’s an example of necessity pushing innovation in a musical “experiment.” 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBbRTRBY4D4 
 
Finally, here’s a great musical reminder about being together in a time of social distancing.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jnhsk70XuCc  
  
 
Once again, and this is important, please wash your hands (a lot), don’t’ touch your face, maintain 
social/physical distancing (it works), wear a mask, and continue to be in touch with and take care of 
each other. 
 
Be well, 
 
Joel  
Be patient; be mindful 
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